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Abstract

We present an animation system for the creation of non-photorealistic 3D animations.
Our system daLi! is able to render images using a common 3D model as input. This
model may be enriched with additional information concerning for instance hierarchy,
structure and presentation style. The rendering is done analytically, which means the
output is resolution independent. It results in a series of images that depict the animation
using line-drawings. The implementation of daLi! was completely done in Smalltalk.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes an object-oriented approach for creating non-photorealistic anima-
tions and an overview of the design and implementation of daLi!, a realization of these
concepts. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the basic motivation for gener-
ating non-photorealistic images. The following Section 3 gives a brief overview of related
work. Sections 4 and 5 focus on the two main parts, namely the rendering of still frames
and the animation of those frames. The design of our object-oriented animation system
is described in Section 6. The paper ends with some concluding remarks and visions for
future work.

2 Non-photorealistic Imaging

Today’s computer graphics research concentrates almost exclusively on photorealistic
images, although traditionally-created drawings have an artistic quality that computer-
generated images lack. The abstraction of a depicted scene can have essential advantages.
The artist can simplify a picture by leaving out unnecessary, disturbing details and he can
focus the viewer’s attention on important features. He can also stress the importance of
certain parts of a depicted scene through variation of the drawing style, e.g. less important
regions may be painted with bright, fading lines, while relevant parts may be depicted with
strong bold lines. The resulting image is still somehow realistic, but it may differ from



a photorealistic presentation in shape, color, texture, lights and shadows. Despite of—or
due to—these deviations, non-photorealistic images are common in the fields of scientific
illustration and classical art.
In order to enrich the means of (computer) graphical expression we are developing methods
for rendering non-photorealistic images using a “sketchy style”. Since we wish also to
depict abstract information in an image we concentrate on line-drawings. They themselves
are an abstract medium and so it is easy to code abstract information.
When creating non-photorealistic images on a computer it soon comes to mind to combine
subsequent pictures into an animation that also benefits from abstraction and simplification.
Due to the temporal nature of moving pictures the viewer always has less time to decode
the presented information. Thus it is of utmost importance not to distract the viewer’s
attention with unnecessary detail.

In general, an animation system consists of two main parts:

� a rendering component which creates single images (frames)

� an animation component providing necessary scene information as input
for creating subsequent images and combining the frames to an animation

Our system daLi!, an application of these concepts, is described in Sections 4 and 5.

3 Related Work

In the last few years research in the field of non-photorealistic rendering has become a sub-
ject of greater interest within the computer graphics community.
WINKENBACH and SALESIN presented techniques for rendering pen-and-ink-style illustra-
tions from a 3D model with the help of “prioritized stroke textures” [WS94]. LANSDOWN

and SCHOFIELD [LS95] proposed a 2D painting system named Piranesi that operates on
information from an underlying 3D model to create non-photorealistic pictures (which they
call “expressive”). LEISTER [Lei94] described a rendering system that produced images re-
sembling copper-plates using a modified ray-tracer. HSU and LEE [HL94] generated non-
photorealistic images using “skeletal strokes” for drawing articulated lines in 2D.
All these approaches, however, mainly concentrate on creating single images. Of course
there are animation systems like Softimage’s TOONZ or TIC-TAC-TOON [FBC+95]
that uses computer-aided vector-based sketching and painting techniques. But as these sys-
tems are simulating the traditional paper-based production process, they are restricted to
two dimensions. As in classical animation, the third dimension is indicated by the use of
transparent layers, i.e. a foreground layer for the main character and several background
layers. This, to a certain extent, creates the illusion of three dimensions [TJ81]. The only
system for rendering 3D animations in a painterly style is proposed by MEIER [Mei96].
Here colored particles that stick to the 3D model are used to simulate a hand-crafted look.



4 Still-Frame Generation

The generation of one animation frame can be compared with the classical rendering pro-
cess for a single image. The input to the render engine is an enriched model consisting
of:

� the 3D geometry data in polygonal representation

� additional information concerning:

– the model structure (relations between the scene objects which are in some way
relevant for the depiction of the scene/animation)

– attributes of the scene objects, for instance material properties or special infor-
mation for choosing the correct presentation style

All information regarding the position of objects, cameras and lights—which are based on
the object movement data—are received from the animation engine (see Section 5) and
converted into additional object attributes. So far we have been investigating the rendering
of polygonal models. Due to the modular design (see Section 6), daLi! can be extended to
handle other geometrical representations as well.
Once given the input data, it is processed in a way similar to a standard rendering pipeline.
Since we use polygonal models, this common approach can be chosen. This means that the
geometry is transformed and projected and the hidden surface removal is performed.
For the process of hidden line (and surface) removal we use an extension of an algorithm
developed by SECHREST and GREENBERG in 1981 [SG81]. This 3D sweep-line approach
uses coherence information between neighboring faces in an object, thus it is very efficient.
A disadvantage, however, is that this algorithm can only handle non-penetrating models
and not all models can be modified to this demand. We extended this algorithm to meet the
special requirements encountered when creating line-drawings. For example it is important
to know for each line whether it disappears under a face. Also it is desirable to categorize
the lines into those forming the contour of an object and those depicting the internal struc-
ture. This additional information makes it possible to choose an appropriate presentation
style.
The output for each object consists of a list of its currently visible faces and lines, with
each line carrying certain attributes about its type (contour, smoothing, etc.). Since a clearly
drawn contour is of great importance for the depiction of an object, the single contour lines
are combined into a set of control vertices which can be interpolated by parametric curves.
Besides the lines generated from direct calculations on the model’s edges, hatching lines
can be created using 3D surface information.

The lines are finally drawn using line qstyles. These styles describe for each line the

� position and course as a spline and

� its appearance in terms of width and brightness variation over the length.



Figure 1: A cube drawn with different line styles

The description of the path depicting an edge results from the rendering process and is
given attributes which contain information about the brightness of the line resulting from
lighting calculations. The style is given by the user and may indicate, for instance, mate-
rial properties. For drawing the lines, each path is combined with the corresponding style
resulting in a curve with possibly changing width and brightness over the length. These
curves are sent to the output module, creating a vector oriented representation of the ren-
dered frame. As this representation is resolution independent, we do not have to care about
aliasing problems, these are relegated to the output device. This output device converts the
image into the desired output format as described in Section 6.

5 Animating the Frames

The animation engine has to perform two main tasks:

� determine the object movements according to the given keyframe data

� supply the render engine with new scene information

One part of the input for the animation engine is the 3D geometry model and the cor-
responding additional information. The other part is a set of keyframes that describe the
movement of the objects and general animation settings. An object can be of any 3D shape,
light or camera. In order to generate a sequence of images for each object its transforma-
tions are calculated. For the given keyframes, this calculation can be done directly, whereas
for the intermediate frames the object movements have to be interpolated. To perform this
task daLi! is using Hermite interpolation [WW92].
During the creation process of the animation, particular attention must be paid to the ap-
pearance of the lines. Since they are drawn using line styles—and these styles may vary
randomly—the frame-to-frame consistency of subsequent images is slightly disturbed. This
“pulsing” or “waving” of lines gives the animation a hand-crafted appearance. The coher-
ence between frames depends on the chosen line style. If a “wild” style has been selected
for the representation of an object (this means the curve has a certain degree of freedom
to differ from the line segment it represents) the object’s contour and inner lines show a



wide range of variation. Choosing a calm style with only very small permitted deviations
leads to a smooth representation. It is intended to extend the parametrization of line styles
in order to control the randomness of the form and appearance of displayed lines.

6 System Design

We use VisualWorks, a Smalltalk environment, to develop daLi!. This enables us to build
a modular system, in which components can be tested and even used independently. The
animation engine receives different types of data:

� The 3D geometry of scene objects (including information about lights and cameras),

� additional information (hierarchy, importance, etc.) and

� the animation data which are separated into

– animation settings (number of frames etc.) and

– the movement of all objects described with keyframes.

The animation system can be split into two parts, namely the animation engine and the
render engine (as shown in figure 2):
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Figure 2: Overview of the animation system daLi!.

Because it is unnecessary to develop yet another modelling system, we simply use 3D
Studio to set up an animation. 3D Studio is a high-end animation system for personal com-
puters provided by Autodesk. Besides its native file format 3DS, it can import other for-
mats (e.g. DXF) and therefore provides an open interface to other modelling systems. After
setting up the scene—constructing all objects, setting up cameras and lightsources—the
motion paths and object transformations are modelled in the 3D Studio keyframer. Finally



Figure 3: Jumping dolphins: Three frames taken from an animation

a 3DS file is written. This data (referred to in figure 2 as keyframe data) can be read and in-
terpreted by a 3DS parser, which is part of the animation engine. The animation engine can
therefore be seen as a filter that provides the render engine with the necessary animation
data combined with the additional information. This information consists of the number
of frames and settings concerning the line styles. The scene is rendered and an analytical
description (technically speaking: a collection of lines) is passed back to the animation
engine, which paints the vector oriented frame representation on an abstract image. After
that a special output device writes subsequent frames into a predefined directory. Currently
daLi! supports PostScript as resolution independent output format and TIFF, BMP, GIF and
AnimatedGIF as resolution dependent output formats. Finally, the series of images can be
combined into an animation using standard MPEG or Quicktime encoders.
One can think of a scene as a collection of objects. These objects may have common and
distinctive features. It is possible to model common features only once and allow them to
be inherited by child objects. So, for instance, every scene object—no matter if it is a 3D
geometry object, a camera or a lightsource—can be moved. Consequently this movement
can be inherited by child objects. Thus the mechanisms implemented in the animation
engine can be applied to every object in the scene.
Once having agreed on a common interface and protocol, daLi! can be extended very easily
just by developing new object-specific code for a certain action. An application for this
might be the extension of daLi! to a multi-style animation system which creates line drawn



animations as well as painterly or more realistic looking animations.
The use of object-oriented techniques offers a lot of advantages especially in the graphics
field. Although the rendering time is a critical factor when using such an environment, we
discovered that the advantages of an object-oriented development far outweigh the disad-
vantages. The rendering time strongly benefits from the implementation of the very efficient
SECHREST/GREENBERG algorithm.
The images at the end give an example of an animation created with daLi!. They show some
frames out of a small 200 frame animation inspired by the logo of daLi!.

7 Future Work

Although daLi! has produced some fine results, there is still a lot of undiscovered country
ahead. For instance, we would like to implement various line-drawing styles for texturing
different surfaces. In addition, as the complete rendering is done analytically, the genera-
tion of shadows raises some new problems, that could easily be solved in a photorealistic
context. This will be one of our tasks for the near future.
After coping with the more technically structured problems mentioned above, we aim to
develop new techniques for the representation of many objects, e.g. leaves of a tree or
clouds. In the past artists have developed some powerful techniques to depict these kinds
of objects, e.g. painting a tree, with some characteristic strokes rather than painting every
single leaf.
Finally, we think it can be promising to experiment with changes of object importance
(visualized by the use of different line-drawing techniques) over time.

8 Conclusion

The animation of non-photorealistic computer graphics is a complete new field of graphical
research. Therefore neither conventional photorealistic rendering techniques nor 2D ani-
mation techniques can be applied without essential modifications. The animation system
daLi!, as presented here, allows the user to create non-photorealistic animations in the style
of line-drawings. Different line styles can be applied to an object or to parts of an object.
The use of 3D Studio as an animation tool allows the user to benefit from the advantages
of a high-end animation system. An object-oriented approach was chosen to implement the
system. This choice lead to major improvements in the development as well as to a clear
structure of the modules. daLi! can therefore be easily extended.
With the inclusion of abstraction techniques it is possible to create animations which can
visualize a lot more than those rendered photorealistically.
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